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In the past few decades, there has been a tremendous growth of various types of
wireless applications with the fast proliferation of heterogeneous wireless devices
and communication networks. But with the advancement of these applications and
communication devices, several challenges and constraints have emerged for the research
community. To address these challenges, we need to provide practical solutions to areas
such as routing, security, end-to-end delay and mobility management. To cope with all
these issues, multi-constraints algorithms can provide efficient solutions in the presence
of various constraints. This special issue aims to address the simultaneous optimisations
of different parameters in the presence of various constraints. After a rigorous review
process, we have selected four high-quality quality papers addressing some of the
aforementioned challenges.
In the first paper, Awasthi et al. proposed a coordinated checkpointing protocol for
mobile distributed systems that minimises mutable checkpoints. The authors have
investigated the problem of taking unnecessary checkpoints and designed an efficient
coordinated checkpointing protocol that is non-blocking, and requires the coordination of
only a minimum number of processes and reduces the overhead of unnecessary
checkpoints significantly. The proposed protocol almost eliminates the number of
unnecessary checkpoints.
The second paper by Sondi et al. proposed a multiple metric QoS-aware
implementation of the optimised link state routing protocol. The authors have described
how QoS metrics values are estimated and disseminated. They have formulated
and showed how the multipoint relays can be selected as a QoS metric criterion by
minimising the number of multipoint relays in order to ensure flooding optimisation.
The third paper by Iqbal et al. analysed a group-based activity-led learning for
network planning and management. The authors proposed a group performance model to
deploy activity-led learning effectively in the network planning and management module
aimed at master degree level courses. The model provides a structure within which
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students are introduced to activity led learning pedagogical methodology. The model
systematically helps to facilitate group formation and allows group integration and
cooperation by developing ‘common ground’ amongst group members. To evaluate
the usage of group performance in activity led learning, the authors performed group
performance analysis using a fuzzy rule-based classification model. The results of the
analysis showed that the application of group performance model resulted in a reduction
in the overall time spent on tasks while achieving better grades. Moreover, the group
performance model supports coordination among student activities and overcome
inter-personal issues to achieve better overall performance in shorter times compared to
groups where a group performance model has not been applied.
The fourth paper by Djarallah et al. focuses on multi-constraints path computation for
inter-domain QoS capable services. The authors proposed a novel procedure that enables
a forward discovery of multiple inter-domain sequences and the computation of
constrained inter-domain paths for the multiprotocol label switching traffic engineering
label switched path. Moreover, they have also investigated the issues around the
inter-domain path computation, such as route discovery and inter-domain loop avoidance.
The authors have evaluated their proposed scheme using performance metrics such as the
message overhead, success ratio at run time and demonstrated that the proposed scheme
is better than the existing schemes with respect to these metrics.
We thank all authors who have submitted their works for consideration for
publication in this special issue. We express our gratitude to all reviewers for their efforts
in helping us select the best papers for this issue. Finally, we thank the editor-in-chief,
Professor Sudip Misra, for his constant encouragements and support throughout the
preparation of this special issue. We sincerely hope you will enjoy reading the selected
papers as much as we did.

